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FLYNN MATTHEWS ON NORTON 

Poster boy for Celebrities Against Drugs (CAD) film actor Flynn Matthews 

will be back in London and on Graham Norton's show next week to talk about 

their latest campaign. Since he joined the organisation it has gained respect 

among the drug rehabilitation community raising more than a £1million for a 

revolutionary drug rehab treatment.  

Matthews has been vocal in his disdain for the nefarious industry 

surrounding the arts however in recent months whisperings of his own 

struggle with illegal drugs have emerged in Hollywood. His agent, Grant 

Sturridge, states there is no truth to these rumours.  

Although still a heartthrob his recent weight loss is said to be due to the hard 

schedule set by director, Levi Fent on the set of Matthews's last movie, 

Pounding. It's certain to be a topic of conversation on Norton's show, more 

light hearted than hard hitting but one never knows. Norton has an uncanny 

way of getting to the truth. Landers Brau 

TV STARS IN SECRET RENDEZVOUS  

Stanford Street soap actors Damon Dench and Tulip Carson were spotted in a 

chaste embrace just hours after Dench released a statement saying his 

marriage to wife Candice was strong and rumours of a split were unfounded. 

His wife has not tweeted since last week and is said to be mending her broken 

heart with friends. Neither her husband or Carson were available for 

comment at the time of print. Leigh Dart 

 “Split is lies.” – Damon Dench 

 

 

 

 

 

New Location for Raoul 

Baker's Latest Movie. 

Weston-super-Mare is the latest 

seaside town to see the juggernauts 

of the Hollywood movie industry roll 

into town. Parked up on the town's 

Beach Lawns they make an 

impressive sight. 

The suave actor Raoul Baker is said 

to be filming today at The Bay café 

and inside The Tropicana. Rumours 

are circulating that the structures 

seen inside what was once the 

swimming pool area are not to do 

with the movie but are in fact part of 

a Banksy show allegedly called 

Dismaland. 

Whatever the truth fans of Baker are 

certain to get a glimpse of their 

dapper hero. 

Dan Logan 
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